Introduction
In the. 1990s informational networks are predicted to "help far-flung companies and entrepreneurs link up and work together from start to finish" (Business Week, cover). They will operate as "virtual corporations" (Business Week, 1993) , formed for a specific project and then dissolved. The computer systems to support these often temporary and rapidly changing, geographically distributed task forces and partnerships will combine characteristics of computer-mediated communication systems (CMCS) and group decision support systems (GDSS) to create "distributed group support systems" (DGSS). Such computer facilities will need to support the full range of tasks involved in projects, including planning, budgeting, gathering information, resolving conflicts, and making decisions.
This article demonstrates the value of adding decision support tools to CMCS for a variety of case studies involving a range of task types. It also provides design and implementation guidelines and identifies research issues for DGSS. This section defines terms and provides historical perspective. The second section Johansen, et al., 1991) Support for data collection, organization, filtering, formatting, feedback, and retrieval. This includes any and all material (text, data, graphics) generated or required by the group to support its deliberations.
Availability of sophisticated decision aids in
support of the group process (e.g., structural modeling, scaling methods, games and simulations, and statistical analysis and forecasting). These techniques are available for use because of the existence of a computer system as a participant in the communication process.
Synchronization of the communication pro-
cess (e.g., who has read what, who has voted, when has a reasonable consensus been reached, when is there a new alternative to consider, where disagreement exists, when to open or close an activity in the problemsolving process, etc.). These are crucial for replacing the usual cues about the state of the group process that are available in the faceto-face synchronous environment.
Attempts to understand the computer-supported group process have tended to rely on face-to-face groups. However, in a DGSS, each participant can act as an individual problem solver and concentrate his or her attention on specific aspects of the problem. This requires that both individual and group problem solving processes and how they become coordinated in the asynchronous, distributed environment be considered. The designer must create appropriate communication structures and protocols that will bring the individual problem-solving process into synchronization with the group process, without restricting the individual's freedom to concentrate on aspects of the problem to which he or she can best contribute. DGSS designs also need to make some provision for "group memory," the ability to store the material generated in one session or phase for use in another (Valacich, et al., 1989) . This has also been referred to as organizational, collaborative, or community memory (Hiltz and Turoff, 1978/l 993) .
Finally, group support software should employ one integrated system rather than many different systems to carry out a decision-making and implementation process. Participants are not likely to be satisfied with systems that 
Conceptual Frameworks
Conceptual frameworks help to organize case studies and point to their possible relevance for other specific examples of groups using DGSS.
Three categories of
Contingencies for the effects of GDSS have been proposed (DeSanctis and Gallupe, 1987) . The first is communication condition or mode (Face-to-face or dispersed, as illustrated in Figure 1 ). The second dimension is group size. Whereas most studies, with the exception of those carried out in Arizona's large decision room (Dennis, et al., 1988) , are with small groups, our field studies focus on larger groups using the system over a considerable period of time, rather than one or two short sessions. A zero-based budgeting support system was constructed for a "mixed-motive"-type task. Each of these is described in this article.
Among the groups studied, none sought specific decision support software for asynchronous creativity tasks, but examples have occurred with the common forms of computer conferencing. Usually, anonymity or pseudonymity are significant tools for creative tasks.
In each of the five cases, the user group started with a task it needed to accomplish through asynchronous computer-mediated communication.
The software was designed and implemented to support the type of task, not the specific problem instance. Each of the case studies is described briefly in this paper.
To understand the differences in the design of these distributed systems, it is useful to consider how they can coordinate the group activity. This is a second conceptual framework for the case studies. The "Summary and Discussion" section returns to this issue of coordination modes and .
Distributed Group Support System:
summarizes the classification of the case studies on this dimension.
Our classification of coordination methods that groups use is derived from earlier classification of how organizational units coordinate their activity (Thompson, 1967) . As adapted to DGSS, the four major coordination modes are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
In Parallel: Each individual approaches the problem independently of the other members of the group.
Pooled: Same as parallel except that a structure or standard is utilized to formulate a group result (e.g., voting).
Sequential:
The group imposes phases on the problem-solving process that must be undertaken in a sequential manner by all the members of the group (e.g., a step-by-step agenda).
Reciprocal: Changes made in one part of the problem by individuals can force reconsideration of other parts of the problem (e.g., consistency relations are imposed).
the synchronous environment, the group usually relies on a self-imposed sequential strategy for the various segments of the problem. That is, an agenda is adopted, and the group systematically finishes one step or stage before moving on to consider the next task in the sequence. In the distributed environment, individuals have more freedom to work independently on different problem segments at the same time. It is therefore crucial that the computer system provide the tools and structure necessary for synchronization of the resulting group activity (Johnson-Len2 and Johnson-Lenz, 1991) . This may range from simply providing information on what each individual has accomplished (i.e., parallel coordination), to forcing individuals to reconsider earlier activities of other members (i.e., reciprocal coordination).
The distinguish.ing aspects of this set of categories for group processes is further clarified in Table 1 . Is there an imposed group view rather than the individual views of each member? Are the participants asynchronous or synchronous (face-to-face)? How does the effort of each individual influence the group results? Cumulative means that each individual's contribution can be a unique contribution (e.g., each person writing part of a report), and the result is usually the proc uct of a unique problem-solving strategy. A syr chronized result means that an individu; contribution can force other individuals to rewor their prior contributions as an explicit part of th strategy.
Examples of Distributed Group Support Systems
This section describes a variety of DGSS tool: that have been designed by the authors and thei colleagues to enhance extended use of CMC: in an asynchronous mode. With the exception 0' the first system described below (EMISARI), thE tools were created within the electronic informa. tion exchange system (EIES), and its successor EIES 2.
EIES was put into operation at NJIT in 1976 ant has served as both an R&D platform and a pro. totyping environment since then. The origina' EIES, which operated until 1991, used a single dedicated minicomputer and was a completely centralized system. EIES 2, in operation since 1990, is a full-screen mode and an objectoriented, fully distributed system that can operate over a network of computers. EIES and EIES 2 have been commercially available and accessible worldwide, and have served as "laboratories without walls." For most of the case studies described below, the subjects consisted of user groups who were paying subscribers, who brought a task they needed to accomplish, and who had a budget for software additions to fit their needs. Both systems include a language for prototyping special communication structures and computer support and thus support an iterative process of design, application, and assessment of tools and processes for a distributed environment. (For more technical information on the systems, see Turoff, 1991; Turoff, et al., 1969.) EMISARI (emergency management information system and reference index)
Group and Task
EMISARI was developed at the Office of Emergency Preparedness in the Executive Of- 
Software Features
EMISARI gave 100-200 people scattered around the country the ability to track, interpret, and reorganize both qualitative and quantitative information associated with a rapidly changing and unpredictable situation, and to coordinate their actions. It had many significant features for collaborative group decision processes that have not yet appeared in any commercial system. The following are among the features that relate to DGSS:
l The system monitor (a human role with software support) could establish a variety of data forms and then assign participants with the responsibility to fill in specific fields. The resulting database identified the individuals who provided the information and the date of updates.
l People could append messages to the "data." Anyone accessing the data could retrieve the associated discussion or contribute to it. Typically, comments interpreted the meaning of the data or its reliability. l Public notebooks (bulletin boards) had separate membership roles for those entering data and those able to retrieve data. These were utilized for such purposes as announcing new policies and interpretations of policy.
Tracking of key words searched in these notebooks determined what peo@e were looking for but could not find. This information was then provided to the policy committees to aid in scheduling their deliberations.
l Another specialized tracking data format facility enabled people to establish the sequence of steps a "case" would go through and who was responsible for determining the outcome of each step in the process. A case was typically a potential violation of a policy by an organization or a crisis-related incident requiring federal involvement. As steps were completed, the system alerted those involved in the next step to take over responsibility for the case.
l A simplified integrated interface to a multiregional input-output database allowed people to receive projections of the impacts of changes in industrial output in their area on related industries.
l A directory showed who was responsible for what functions within the system (e.g., reporting particular entries in a table).
EMISARI was intended for a crisis environment. Therefore, the system monitor could make quick changes to any of the data formats and assigned responsibilities. It allowed participants to organize themselves into subgroups. In a crisis situation, it is impossible to predict the optimal composition of a group required to effectively address a particular issue, problem, or case. EMISARI provided all the necessary tracking and feedback communication structures to allow very large groups to exchange rapidly changing information in a very dynamic environment.
Approximately one-third of the software in EMISARI was devoted to supporting tools for specialized human roles (such as the system monitor and forms manager) that were an integral part of the design. Specific software support for human roles has been a common feature of computerized conferencing systems since that time.
The mode of coordination supported by these software features is "parallel" according to our classification. Everyone worked independently for the most part. The system merely served as a sophisticated means to keep everyone informed of policy decisions from the White House, what was happening in all the locations, and what actions each member of the crisis management team was taking.
Results and Discussion
Though this system has been classified as supporting a "planning"-type task, it should be noted that it coordinated not only the policy making and planning, but also the monitoring of the execution of these policies and plans. In most cases of "real problems" in "real organizations," a group's complete task will combine two or more of McGrath's (1984) task types.
There was no formal evaluation of EMISARI; in the crisis management environment, research is bypassed in favor of the heuristic of using whatever seems to work. The fact that the system continued to evolve and be used in crisis management for over a decade indicates that it was considered a "success" by the White House.
EMISARI demonstrates that attempts to limit the realm of GDSS to real-time systems are artificially restrictive. In a crisis, people adjust to the situation they are dealing with, and not to scheduled group meetings. Moreover, even though companies may not often face major crisis situations (e.g., oil spills, strikes, takeover bids, bombings, massive law suits), there are many situations Nothing was built in that dealt with the content or specifics of a particular problem. While specific databases and models can be created around specific decision problems, group communication structures should focus on general classes of problems. This is counter to early decision sup port systems, where the tools were often structured for a given decision maker and his or her specific problem. In a decision room GDSS, roles and communication protocols are left to the group process and to the skill of the trained moderator or facilitator. In systems like EMISARI and others described in this article, these aspects must be explicitly defined in the design of the system. Furthermore, large groups interacting over an extended period of time can generate a very large database. A three-month crisis activity using EMISARI could generate tens of thousands of items. This mandates careful attention to information organization and retrieval and requires further research. The design challenge is a function of group size, and very few examples of group support systems exist for working groups composed of hundreds of people.
TOPICS for information exchange in large groups
Group and Task TOPICS was designed to support state legislative science advisors assigned to providing scientific information in a timely manner as input for prospective or pending legislation.' The purpose was to gather and evaluate the correctness of all available scientific and technical information so that legislators would reach correct conclusions about "the facts." Thus, it has been classified as an intellective task. The initial TOPICS exchange was called "Legitech"; subsequently, the software underwent considerable evolution to support a more general information exchange be created by extreme conciseness. The group set the maximum length for inquiries to be five lines instead of three. (The software had been designed with length limits that could be changed at any time.)
TOPICS demonstrates the need to increase structure as a function of the size of the group. Twenty or so individuals can do "unpredictable information exchange" in an ordinary conference. However, when one is attempting it with a hundred or more individuals in one group, an expandable structure such as that provided by TOPICS becomes a necessity to avoid information overload.
Standards setting: TERMS and CHIPCHECK

Group and Task
The Joint Electron Device Engineering Council (JEDEC), under the aegis of the Electronic Industries Association, used EIES from 1978 to 1980 for "selected aspects of its work of promoting hardware and software standardization in microcomputer/large scale integration products" . A total of 77 invited participants belonged to several standards committees with partially overlapping memberships. JEDEC's standardization activities had been previously conducted only through quarterly face to-face meetings, with additional communication via phone and mail. The standards under development required the unanimous approval of the members, i.e., the group had to first reach agreement on a set of terms and definitions that apply to a given standardization topic and then agree on the preferred set of standards to guide future product development. Because there was no "correct" answer as to what standards should be set, and the mission of the group was to reach consensus, the task was classified as a preference task.
Software Features
A structured decision aid, TERMS, was programmed to support the process of developing and reaching agreement on such a standard set of terms and definitions. TERMS allowed any member to:
l Add a proposed term;
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Add a proposed definition or alternative definition to those made by others;
Make a comment about a term or definition; Vote on each proposed term and definition;
Revote at any time, based upon current votes and new alternatives.
Straw votes could be entered anonymously, and tallies of all votes on all proposed definitions were always available to members. The set of items contained in the TERMS subsystem for any specific standards effort was called a glossary and was maintained as a separately organized database, associated with the group's conference. The TERMS system was designed with the participation of interested project members.
In addition, the leader of one of the groups developed a decision support aid for his committee's work on memory chip carrier standardization Called CHIPCHECK, it was used in evaluating various proposed memory chip carrier configurations. This routine recorded anonymous data only, since a possible configuration associated with a specific manufacturer might give away product development plans. The routine loaded a set of design rules based on multilayer package structures. The user then entered parameters for specific possible package design options. CHIPCHECK calculated and evaluated the parameters in light of the ground rules. All users could see the diagrams and different sets of parameters proposed and their evaluation against these common rules.
Results and Discussion
During a final evaluation interview, those who had participated in any of the activities on EIES were asked how using the system affected the quality of decisions, the amount of information available, the speed of decision making, the amount of discussion, and the amount of participation.The following were among the commonly reported advantages of the system. It:
2.
4.
Accelerates exchange of ideas and opinions, thus speeding up the standards process;
Improves the quality of decisions;
Increases the amount of information available for decisions;
Makes for better, more effective face-to-face meetings;
5. Improves continuity between meetings; 6. Increases the amount of discussion. lt was felt, in contrast with face-to-face meetings, that fewer people participated more. In other words, there was intensive participation by a subgroup within the committees (Johnson-Len2 and Johnson-Lenz, 1961 ).
Cne of the important aspects of this application was the ability to make votes and anonymous or pen name comments.2 This helped considerably in overcoming the concern of some members about giving away leads regarding R&D developments in the companies they were representing. While JEDEC committees were "collaborative" groups, they were not necessarily "cooperative" ones with respect to all the group objectives.
The JEDEC standardization project did encounter problems. For instance, only 58 of the invited 77 members ever signed online and participated; when asked why, the most frequent reason given by non-participants was "lack of time." A major perceived shortcoming was the lack of any graphics except those that could be generated using the keys on the keyboard.
A large number of similar applications have occurred in the medical field. Twelve worldrenowned researchers of hepatitis sought to arrive at an updated knowledge base for practitioners by requiring unanimous agreement on wordings taken from the research literature (Bernstein, et al., 1980) . This group was examining all the recent research literature and regularly collaborating to reach agreement via computerized conferencing.
It is interesting to note that the TERMS software was also used in a counter-culture group devoted to discussing transformational experiences, The SOrtS of terms for which members of the group contributed definitions were "vision" and "love." A well-designed group communication structure can serve a wide variety of specific applications within the same task type.
A distributed system for zero-based budgeting
No decision activity in organizations is more common and pervasive at all management and professional levels than the allocation of resources through budgets. The achievement of every functional objective in the organization, as well as the personal success of every manager, depends on obtaining sufficient funds and resources to carry out plans. Because power and prestige are related to budget share, negotiations over this issue are a prototypical "mixed motive" task that involves conflicts of interest.
The most popular form of budgeting is the "line item process" that starts with the prior budget and extrapolates trends. Particularly for organiza tions operating in a changing environment, and for new or "virtual" organizations, this process would not be satisfactory. One suggested budgeting alternative is zero-based budgeting (ZBB). ZBB starts every department at "zero" and requires that its budget be constructed based on its goals and programs and what is necessary to support them. The objective of ZBB is to involve managers at every level in making comparative judgments on the planned budgets (Pyhrr, 1970) .
ZBB imposes a very large burden of added communication as managers'review one another's projects, discuss them on a relative basis, and arrive at a group consensus on their relative importance to the organization. This burden can cut short its use or nullify its benefits (Wildavsky and Hammond, 1965) . The premise of this case study, which,was a Ph.D. dissertation (Bahgat, 1986) ,3 was that an asynchronous communication process would make it feasible for decision makers to carry out the extensive iterative communications necessary for ZBB to have favorable outcomes.
Group and Task
The case study was focused on a $1.5 million equipment budget allocation for NJIT's 1987 fiscal year. The ZBB committee consisted of 28 individuals including deans, department chairpersons, research center directors, service unit directors, and the vice president for Academic Affairs.
It is quite common to discount case studies performed on captive subjects in university settings. However, given the autonomy of university departments run by tenured faculty, who generally have to be persuaded rather than ordered to do anything, there are many reasons why this can be considered a conservative and valid test of the feasibility of such a system. First, the funds at stake were the only source of money to support acquisition of equipment or other variable needs; the rest of the budget was allocated to fixed expenses. There were many more claimants than funds available. Second, organizational politics swirled around the imposition of the ZBB conferencing system, just as it would in any organization. For example, three units of the university totally boycotted any participation in the process for the first three months of the eight-month budget cycle. Their opposition to a new way of allocating capital funds was emotionally highly charged and expressed at all levels. Only after it was clear that the effort was moving ahead successfully, and the VP announced that no new equipment money would be given to any department that did not participate, did those three units join in the effort.
Software Features
To create ZBB support software, a standard conference facility on EIES was augmented with a collaborative database of "decision packages" that users could fill in and update at any time. A decision package was a proposal that described requested items and the cost to support a new project or meaningfully expand or improve an existing project, including capital investment costs, yearly maintenance costs, technical staff, personnel development time, personnel operational time, and floor space requirements.
Among the special features added to facilitate the ZBB process were:
A ranking facility that allowed any participant to rank all the packages and, separately, just the packages in their unit. Members could modify their rankings at any time.
Standard summary reports that allowed anyone to see the detailed analyses at any time, including rankings and dollar amounts.
Change tracking that alerted members when a package or a rank order had been modified.
In addition, the standard conference facility on EIES existed for free discussion about the nature and merits of decision packages. At any point in time, any organizational unit could decide to make changes to its budget packages and thereby require a re-ranking by the other members. In that sense, it is one of the few exDistributed Group Support Systems amples of a fully "reciprocal" GDSS-the action of one group member sets off a polling of all members because of the change in the data recognized by the software tools. There was no human leadership to sequence the process and only a due date by which the final results had to be produced; the software features coordinated the group.
Results and Discussion
The trial was instrumented with pre-and postsurveys, interviews, activity monitoring, and analyses of the discussion and behavioral patterns of those involved. This paper includes only an interpretive summary of selected findings.
During the eight months of the process, there was an initial face-to-face meeting to explain the system to be used. The remainder of the process took place online.
Positive outcomes were perceived by the vast majority of the participants. Over 98 percent felt that the information provided in the decision packages was useful. Over 73 percent believed that the process was desirable, and approximately 60 percent found the online process enjoyable and believed it improved the accuracy of the process.
Measures of mutual awareness and interrelationships among projects increased significantly between pre-and post-test. Furthermore, a great deal of communication occurred that consisted of individuals helping others to improve the estimates and specifications in their packages. There was also a strong correlation between the degree of participation in the communication process and the perceived benefits.
Responses on the post-process surveys and interviews indicated that the system reduced information overload and decreased the amount of communication time compared to the usual approach to ZBB. It also increased considerably the lateral exchange of information about capital investments. And there was considerable refinement of budget packages, negotiation between units, and new packages that cut across units for shared laboratories.
But a number of shortcomings were identified. The ranking of all decision packages on One dimension was found to be extremely difficult for most participants. There was general agreement Distributed Group Suppon Systems that packages needed to be separately ranked for major missions such as research or education. Also, many people felt uncomfortable with ranking very large investment projects along with very small ones. A revised design would enable the group to develop separate dimensions along which the ranking procedure could be carried out.
This case study is highly significant because it is a clear-cut demonstration of a CMCS functioning as a DGSS, and the outcomes run counter to conventional management wisdom on the zero-based budgeting approach. While ZBB has largely been abandoned because of the communication demands when synchronous meetings are used, the use of an asynchronous group support system makes the approach feasible. Furthermore, it further demonstrates that implementing a process in a CMCS environment produces results and behavioral patterns different from those produced by the same process in a face-to-face environment.
Hypertext: TOURS and QUESTION
In cognitive conflict tasks, there are several stages involved, including gathering and organizing all available information, making connections among different "pieces" of data, and then arriving at a collective understanding and evaluation of the issue. We have observed that tools that incorporate aspects of hypertext appear to be very useful in supporting such group efforts in arriving at a shared cognitive mapping of an area of knowledge.
Two examples of the use of hypertext tools embedded in a CMCS to support distributed group decision making provide the final examples in this section. Neither of these is as full a "case study" as the previous ones. Thus, the organization of this example of structures for DGSS is somewhat different than in the previous examples. First, some background is provided on what is meant by hypertext tools.
Among the fundamental elements of hypertext (Bieber and Kimbrough, 1992; Nelson, 1965) are the establishment of linkages among text fragments, the conditional handling of the linkages among fragments, and the idea that the fragments may be active programs rather than just passive pieces of text. In incorporating hypertext capabilities into CMCS,. some addi-
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tional elements come into play. The privilege of constructing new fragments and establishing linkages among them may be made dependent upon assigned roles within a group of people who have access to the collection of items. The items. whether text or programs, may ask questions of the readers and then incorporate the responses as changes in the original items. The content thus constantly changes and grows as a result of actions by members of a group who share access to the hypertext entity.
TOURS: Group and Task
Developed by Peter and Trudy Johnson-Lenz (1962) TOURS enabled participants to explore and develop a range of alternative conditions and plans. The application was initially designed for government managers developing a long-term plan for the national forests. The system was intended to broaden their outlook and extend their planning horizon by enabling them to explore a number of scenarios and alternatives, and to try to reach agreement on theiipreference structure. Thus, it is an example of a "cognitive conflict" type of task.
Software Features
TOURS allowed a complete network of "text items" but had some very unusual and interesting features not found in most other early examples of hypertext. The system utilized a metaphor of a "tour of the future," in which the major nodes were called "stops."
A hypertext node in this system had a number of parts:
A text scenario about a particular aspect of the overall planning problem.
A set of votable issues.
A set of comments made by everyone who ; stopped at this node during travels through the network.
Voting scales appropriate to the content of the node.
An artificial persona, a guide named Joan, presented possible stops that the "travelers" could make based upon where they had been, the factors the travelers were rating, and the conditions set up by the creator or "weaver" of the original network. The underlying tour network could be structured by the "weaver" to encourage divergence or convergence of views. At one extreme, the structure started travelers at a very specific focused position, and the network fanned out into many related topics. Alternatively, TOURS could be structured to guide users to a very focused decision-oriented issue after starting from diverse, loosely coupled aspects of the overall problem.
TOURS illustrates that the linking of items in a hypertext system is not a discrete binary choice (i.e., a link exists or it does not). The nature of a link can be "fuzzy" and the existence of a link can be influenced by both content variables and actions of the users on an individual and a group basis. For example, both the voting process and retrieval behavior (frequency of choice of "stops" by the other travelers) dynamically influenced the guidance process for exploring the resulting web. In this .case, the probability that the link exists for a given user is determined by the above factors. Therefore, a qualified individual must establish the starting content of a tour and parameters of the network.
TOURS Results
There is no published data on how well the strategic planning objective of the TOURS system was accomplished. TOURS was also utilized in an educational and recreational mode on EIES for a period, and positive impacts on students were observed. It appeared to increase their ability to deal with complex problems and to enjoy the associated learning process. Users continued to choose to enter the TOURS subsystem and to "travel" through the nodes until the ElESl machine was turned off eight years later.
QUESTION/Response Activities in the Virtual Classroom
TOURS led to a number of features for educational and training applications. QUESTION is such a feature, developed initially for the "Virtual Classroom"" (Hiltz, 1988; 1993) . This is an environment intended for collaborative learning within CMCS. It has been used by students and instructors in many courses, over the last seven years.
QUESTION utilizes a comment to pose a question and to provide answers that are attached to
Distributed Group Support Systems the question by a conditional link. Conferenct members are prevented from seeing the answer: that have been generated as linked replies unti they first supply an answer. This means tha every student in the class is forced to thin1 through and develop an answer. While thi: feature sounds like the question process used ir a face-to-face class, in that environment the firs few students to answer usually close out the par. ticipation by the rest of the class.
The QUESTION tool serves to illustrate a conditional structure for the delivery of new material to participants in a group. This same feature may be utilized to promote brainstorming and creativity in a group discussion. Most faculty members who have used the Virtual Classroom software tools have felt that this feature is one of the reasons why the Virtual Classroom has proven more effective in some ways than the face-to-face classroom. A similar structure may be used in any group process to encourage each member to develop ideas independent of the other members of the group.
Hypertext Discussion
One problem with group hyiertext, in which members can create and modify both nodes and links,'is that users tend to be careless about observing and following the overall structure. They frequently make inappropriate links and ignore the use of keywords that can help others to see an overview of the total structure. Thus, a human moderator must have the power to "move" or change links, nodes, and keywords, in order to keep the hypertext organized.
Most current hypertext systems are highly tailored for specific applications, using a specific metaphor and a unique set of link types. Users will not be able to remember how to navigate completely different systems for every application. The future for hypertext thus lies in devising more powerful generalized theoretical models of the cognitive relationships that people use and raising the semantic level of tailoring linkages to the user and group level (Rao and Turoff, 1990) .
In summary, a DGSS requires and can offer much more sophisticated and flexible software functionalities than those required to support face-to-face meetings, where limited training time is a serious limitation on functionality. Most GDSSs provide some specific forms of hypertext f o r t h e n o n -v e r b a l c u e s t h a t c o n v e y e m o t i o n .
( S u c h p a r a l in g u is t i c c u e s in c l u d e d u s in g c a p i t a l i z a t i o n , p u n c t u a t i o n , f o r m a t t i n g , a n d s l a n g t o s e t o f f i d e a s a n d s h o w e m o t i o n . )
T h e d e s ig n o f d is c u s s io n -a id s t r u c t u r e s f o c u s e s n o t o n t h e c o n t e n t o f 
t e s t h e
Distributed Group Support Systems validity of inform a t i o n a b o u t t h e t a s k a t h a n d W h a t is the nature of truth for the group process: A m o d i f i e d v e r s i o n o f C h u r c h m a n 's ( 1 9 7 1 ) in q u iq s y s t e m (Turoff a n d R a n a , 1993), t o g e t h e r w i t h the d im e n s io n s o f c o m p le x ity a n d c o o r d in a tio n c l a s s i f i e s t h e s t u d i e s d i s c u s s e d i n T a b l e 2 .
T h e c o n c e p t o f v a l i d a t i o n o f t h e p r o c e s s f o r e xa m in a t i o n o f a t a s k c o m e s f r o m t h e p h i l o s o p h i c a l f o u n d a t io n s o n t h e n a t u r e o f "t r u t h . " T h e c a t e g o r i e s o f t h i s d i m e n s i o n a r e t a k e n f r o m t h e w o r k b y C h u r c h m a n ( 1 9 7 1 ) a n d M e r l e a u -P o n t y a n d H e i d e g g e r ( K a n t , 1 9 6 7 ) . T h e y a r e : 1.
.
3 .
5 . Inductive: A g r e e m e n t o r c o n s e n s u s o n i n t e rp r e t a t i o n o f t h e d a t a i s t h e p r o c e s s w h e r e b y a g r o u p a r r i v e s a t a t r u t h .
Relative: It i s a s s u m e d t h a t t h e r e i s n o o ptim u m o r s i n g l e t r u t h t o e m e r g e . T r u t h m u s t b e f o u n d b y c o m p a r i n g a l t e r n a t i v e s a n d p i c ki n g t h e b e s t .
Negotiated: A g r o u p "n e g o t i a t e s " w h a t i s t o b e c o n s i d e r e d t r u e . T r u t h d o e s n o t h a v e t o b e tied to any external realities or observations.
Conflictual: T r u t h c a n o n l y b e d e r i v e d f r o m th e s t r o n g e s t p o s s ib le c o n f l ic t b e t w e e n a lternatives.
T o g e t h e r , t h e s e t h r e e d i m e n s i o n s a p p e a r t o a l l o w u s t o c o v e r t h e s c o p e o f p r o b l e m -s o l v i n g s i t u at i o n s i n r e a l o r g a n i z a t i o n s a n d t h e p r o c e s s e s t h a t g r o u p s u s e o v e r p r o l o n g e d p e r i o d s o f t i m e . M o s t im p o r t a n t l y , t h e y p r o v i d e a f r a m e w o r k f o r c o n s i de r i n g t h e t y p e s o f s t r u c t u r e s a n d t o o l s t h a t c a 'A number of GDSS efforts confirm early results on the value of anonymity in particular situations (Linstone and Turoff, 1975) . In most situations where high status groups are examining alternatives, participants who have publicly committed their support to a specific choice are unlikely to change their views. Under anonymity conditions, however, people are much more likely to express changes of viewpoint. Most Delphi studies that tracked this measure report an average 30 percent change rate when votes are anonymous, and much less when they are not.
The doctoral dissertation that resulted provides a very extensive set of findings (Bahgat. 1986 ).
